
 
 
 

Tegile Systems CEO Presents at Stifel  
Technology, Internet & Media Conference 2014 

Newark, Calif. – February 5, 2014 – Tegile Systems, the leading provider of flash-
driven storage arrays for virtualized server and virtual desktop environments, today 
announced that CEO Rohit Kshetrapal has been selected to present at the Stifel 
Technology, Internet & Media Conference 2014 at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco 
February 12 at 11:30 a.m. PST. 
 
Stifel-hosted conferences offer top institutional investors original perspective and depth 
of insight from senior management of leading companies and industry experts, 
showcasing dynamic emerging companies and investigating critical trends that are 
driving the economy.  Kshetrapal will discuss how the desire by organizations to 
maximize their IT investment is leading to increased adoption rates of hybrid storage 
solutions that deliver the speed of flash media without sacrificing the capacity or cost 
advantages of spinning disks.  
 
“The data storage market continues to seek an equilibrium to the performance, capacity, 
features and price equation challenging enterprises today,” said Kshetrapal.  “I look 
forward to sharing with attendees of the Stifel Technology, Internet & Media Conference 
how hybrid arrays are increasingly being implemented by IT departments around the 
world to reduce the cost and increase the performance of demanding VDI, server 
virtualization and file share applications.” 
 
Tegile’s Zebi™ hybrid arrays are a technology and market favorite that satisfy the 
demand for performance at solid-state speeds, with the capacity and cost advantages of 
hard disk storage. Zebi arrays are significantly faster than legacy arrays, and 
significantly less expensive than all solid-state disk-based arrays. Featuring both NAS 
and SAN connectivity, they are easy to use, fully redundant, highly scalable, and come 
complete with built-in snapshot, replication, near-instant recovery, and virtualization 
management features. 
 
About Tegile Systems 
Tegile Systems is pioneering a new generation of flash-driven enterprise storage arrays 
that balance performance, capacity, features and price for virtualization, file services and 
database applications. With Tegile’s Zebi line of hybrid storage arrays, the company is 
redefining the traditional approach to storage by providing a family of arrays that is 
significantly faster than all hard disk-based arrays and significantly less expensive than 
all solid-state disk-based arrays. 
 
Tegile’s patented MASS technology accelerates the Zebi’s performance and enables on-
the-fly de-duplication and compression of data so each Zebi has a usable capacity far 
greater than its raw capacity. Tegile’s award-winning technology solutions enable 



customers to better address the requirements of server virtualization, virtual desktop 
integration and database integration than other offerings. Featuring both NAS and SAN 
connectivity, Tegile arrays are easy-to-use, fully redundant, and highly scalable. They 
come complete with built-in auto-snapshot, auto-replication, near-instant recovery, onsite 
or offsite failover, and virtualization management features. Additional information is 
available at www.tegile.com. Follow Tegile on Twitter @tegile. 
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